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Cabinet
13 July 2020

PART A - ITEMS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Page(s)
herewith

1. MINUTES 4 - 17
To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 1 June 2020.

2. APOLOGIES 
To receive apologies for absence.  

3. URGENT BUSINESS 
To note whether the Chairman proposes to accept any item as urgent 
business, pursuant to Section 100(B)(4)(b) of the Local Government Act 
1972.

4. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 
The duties to register, disclose and not to participate for the entire 
consideration of the matter, in respect of any matter in which a Member has 
a disclosable pecuniary interest are set out in Chapter 7 of the Localism Act 
2011.  Members are also required to withdraw from the meeting room as 
stated in the Standing Orders of this Council.

5. NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING 
To note the names of any non-members who wish to address the meeting.

6. CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (IF ANY) 

7. BRECKLAND COMMUNITY FUNDING APPLICATIONS (STANDING 
ITEM) 
To consider the grants put forward (if any).  

8. BRECKLAND SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY (STANDING ITEM) 
To receive a verbal update from Executive Member for Customer 
Engagement and Member Champion for Breckland Sustainability Strategy, 
Councillor Ian Sherwood.

9. 2019-20 FULL YEAR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 18 - 29
Report by Councillor Philip Cowen, Executive Member for Finance & 
Growth.

10. INNOVATIVE PROJECTS FUND - ACCEPTANCE AND SPEND OF 
GRANT, AND ASSOCIATED MATCH FUNDING. 

30 - 35

Report by Councillor Philip Cowen, Executive Member for Finance & 
Growth.

11. NEXT MEETING 
To note that the date of the next meeting of Cabinet will be held on Monday, 
7 September 2020.
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Action By

Opening comments by the Leader of the Council

The Leader, Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen welcomed everyone to the 
meeting, the first of its kind for Breckland Council being streamed live.

The declaration of interest and voting procedure were explained to the 
Cabinet Members.
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25/20 MINUTES (AGENDA ITEM 1) 

At the previous Full Council meeting held on 27 February 2020, Councillor 
Atterwill had raised a concern that the February Cabinet minutes had not 
reflected some of the questions that he had raised and the responses 
provided.  At that time, the Leader had assured Councillor Atterwill that the 
Cabinet Minutes would be amended accordingly.  

Subject to the agreed amendments, the Minutes of the meeting held on 3 
February 2020 were confirmed as a correct record and signed by the 
Chairman.

26/20 APOLOGIES (AGENDA ITEM 2) 

None.

27/20 URGENT BUSINESS (AGENDA ITEM 3) 

None.

28/20 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS (AGENDA ITEM 4) 

Councillor Philip Cowen, the Executive Member for Finance & Growth 
reinforced his declaration as an architect in practice in Breckland in respect of 
Agenda item 11, the Local Plan.

29/20 NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING (AGENDA ITEM 
5) 

Councillors Atterwill, Birt, Borrett, Bowes, Bushell, Marion Chapman-Allen, 
Crane, Dale, Duigan, Eagle, Gilbert, Grey, James, Jermy, Kiddell, Kiddle-
Morris, Ian Martin, Keith Martin, Morton, Nairn, Nunn, Terry, Turner, 
Wickerson and Wilkinson.

Councillor Bowes and Councillor James were in attendance as Executive 
Support Members.

30/20 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (IF ANY) (AGENDA ITEM 6) 

None.

31/20 COVID-19 UPDATE (AGENDA ITEM 7) 

The Leader presented the report.

The report provided a high level outline of the work undertaken to date in 
responding to the threat posed by the outbreak of COVID 19.  It also set out 
on-going work being undertaken to ensure that all possible steps were being 
taken to prepare the Council and the District for the challenges in the coming 
weeks and months. 

The Leader praised the staff and Members of this authority for a fantastic 
effort to keep the Council’s critical services running throughout the crisis; 
whilst supporting vulnerable residents and businesses in new and innovative 
ways.
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The Leader also took the opportunity to thank Members for their support at 
this time and hoped that he had kept them fully abreast of developments 
through his regular briefings.  

The Government had tasked local authorities with two core objectives during 
the emergency response phase.  One had been to support vulnerable and 
shielded people within the community by ensuring that they had food and 
medicine supplies.  The second had been to support businesses through the 
distribution of Business Rate Support and grants distribution.

A COVID 19 Operational Recovery Plan was currently being developed. The 
Plan would focus on how the Council would recover as an organisation, how 
it reintroduced services, supported its staff and Members, learning from the 
experience of dealing with COVID 19, benefited from its new community and 
business links, and more fundamentally how it ensured that residents could 
access the services they needed.  

The Leader finished by thanking every single member of staff for their 
professionalism and dedication throughout Covid-19.  To all the Members of 
the Council for their patience, understanding and the phenomenal champion 
work that had been undertaken within their Wards, the District and the 
County; and to every other volunteer, resident and business in Norfolk and 
Breckland who had gone out to support those in need and those who had 
continued to do so.

 Members were invited to ask questions.

Councillor Paul Hewett, the Executive Member for Contracts & Assets 
mentioned the distribution of grants and asked the Leader if he would pass 
on his thanks to the Officers, in particular for the distribution of grants to the 
various community groups within the District and certainly within his Ward in 
Shipdham, Cranworth and Scarning who otherwise would have really 
struggled.  This grant funding had been an absolute lifeline and he felt that it 
was through the swift and diligent, effective distribution of grant monies to 
those organisations that this essential community work could continue.  

The Leader echoed the above comments.  It had been a very difficult time for 
the Council as it had to work at pace to distribute those grants following 
guidance and legislation from Government and he hoped that this funding 
had made a little difference to those organisations/businesses across the 
District.  The next phase of funding would now be launched, a further 
payment of £1.5m for those businesses/organisations that had not been 
eligible in the first tranche and he asked every business to engage with the 
Council regardless of size, turnover, or the number of employees, so that 
details could be taken to support them in the coming months and years 
ahead.

Councillor Kiddell asked the Leader if it would be possible for Breckland 
Council to help some of the charitable organisations within the Breckland 
Wards.  She knew of several in Watton, including the Watton Sports Centre 
that had not qualified for the earlier grant funding.  In response the Leader 
advised that the tranche 2 funding, under the guidance, did allow for some 
charitable support with any residual monies that remained.  He would be 
more than happy to put together a briefing note about some of the charity 
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funding that had been announced from Central Government.  He was also 
aware that Sports England had ring-fenced some funding for sports clubs and 
charities that fell into that criteria and he would be happy to share this 
information with Members after the meeting.

Councillor Morton thanked the Leader and the Officers for all their hard work.  
He asked the Leader how the Council was going to develop, away from the 
lock down, with the likelihood of a second peak occurring and how the 
Council would keep that to a minimum.  

In relation to the lock down, the Leader advised as long as everyone followed 
the guidance from Government about social distancing and taking 
responsibility through the track and trace system that had been launched the 
previous week, his hope was that the ‘R’ rate would continue to remain as low 
as practically possible.  As for the District, the Council would do everything to 
ensure that its High Streets and Market Towns were safe places for people to 
operate.  This had been divided into two parts, the first was the physical 
infrastructure such as making sure that the furniture, signage were right in the 
High Streets whilst also making sure that the Environmental Health Officers 
were working with the shopkeepers and retail owners to ensure that they 
were doing everything that they could to protect, not just themselves and their 
employees, but also any residents that wished to support and use those 
premises.  The Council would continue to take its lead from Public Health 
Norfolk and wider Central Government and he believed that people in 
Breckland and Norfolk, cared passionately about protecting themselves and 
each other and were adhering to the guidance. 

Councillor Atterwill echoed the comments that Councillor Hewett had made 
about the financial assistance for local businesses and organisations which 
he felt had worked extremely well.  He asked for his thanks to be passed onto 
all Officers concerned.  In relation to Covid-19 he had two questions to ask. 
The first was in respect of opening up the town centres and he asked the 
Leader if he could confirm that those Councillors representing the five market 
towns had been consulted on this matter.  Secondly, he asked if it could be 
confirmed how much financial assistance had been provided during this crisis 
for the food banks in the Breckland District.  

In response, the Leader advised that £10k had been shared 50/50 with the 
Dereham and Thetford food banks and further funding had been allocated for 
other food banks within the District if and when required.  However, due to 
some technicalities those individuals had not been able to draw down this 
further funding but open dialogue had taken place with those businesses and 
those food banks stating that at any point they required help the Council 
would try and assist.

In respect of the High Streets, the Leader advised that no consultation had 
taken place directly with the relevant Ward Members to date.  The initial plan 
had been put together very quickly following the Prime Minister’s 
announcement.  On-street visits had then been undertaken with Breckland 
and County Highway Officers but the important point to note was that this 
would be a moving feast and nothing put in place would be permanent.  He 
fully expected that over the coming weeks when this was all put in place that 
the High Streets would not be perfect and everyone would have to work 
collectively with the Town Councils, the businesses in the High Streets, Ward 
Members, County Divisional Members and Officers at both District and 
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County level to get the best fit for each market town.  Over the coming days 
the situation would change and the Council would ensure everything was 
done to make sure that residents felt safe in the High Street through the 
physical furniture and the structure that had been put in place; likewise, the 
Council was working with businesses at pace to establish if they wanted to 
open and that it was safe to do so.

As a follow up question, Councillor Atterwill asked the Leader again if there 
had been any dialogue with the Town Councils.  He completely understood 
what the Leader had said about speed but having been in lock down for 
between 10 and 11 weeks, there had been enough time to get everyone 
involved in this and the Town Councils should have been consulted as most 
would probably have some good ideas about how their town centres should 
look and how they could assist.  The Leader pointed out that the Town 
Councils had been consulted but could not comment as to whether the 
dialogue had been at the right time in the given time frame. 

Councillor Jermy, the Leader of the Labour Group shared the Leader’s praise 
and thanks for all staff and Members who had worked above and beyond 
over the last few months which should be recognised.  He was aware that 
there had been a number of businesses across the District that had, for 
whatever reason, not been able to access the business grants and he had 
been pleased to note in the report that 87% of businesses had been issued 
with grants which was a credit to the Team who had been working on this. 
However, in respect of the monies remaining, given the amount of time that 
had passed and the effort that had gone into promoting it, he wanted to know 
at what point that funding would no longer be available and at what point that 
remaining money might be re-deployed into the discretionary fund as 
acknowledged in the report.  This was a lifeline for some businesses and he 
felt that perhaps this would be an opportunity to re-deploy that funding.  The 
other point he wished to raise was in respect of any fraudulent claims and 
how the Council would be dealing with such matters, if any.  Finally on the 
hardship fund, a figure of £50k had been mentioned and he asked if more 
detail could be provided and how this funding could be accessed as this 
funding, in his opinion, could be a crucial lifeline for a number of residents 
and organisations.  

In response, the Leader assured Members that further details would be 
provided in respect of the National Hardship Fund.  The mechanics of that to 
be drawn down was for individuals to either contact the Council direct or via 
Ward Members to contact the Community Hub Lead for their locality.  It was 
noted that, to date a portion of the Hardship funding had been spent on white 
goods provision for someone whose cooking appliance had broken and did 
not have the money to purchase another and on food vouchers.  The 
variance of this hardship fund was vast and not all of that funding had been 
spent but did not mean that it was not needed.  The funding had been ring-
fenced and would remain until such time it was deemed to re-allocate that 
money to other areas within the Council.  

In relation to any fraudulent claims, the Leader explained that the Council had 
to undertake physical checks on every applicant to ensure that fraudulent 
claims were not coming forward that caused, what was felt by others, to slow 
down the process. However, 87% of the original funding allocation already 
granted was, in his opinion, a really impressive number and as the Council 
moved forward there would be further work done.  The Government guidance 
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provided had set out a clear course of action for Councils in respect of those 
individuals who had committed fraudulent claims.  

In respect of the underspend from Tranche 1 and the residual amount that 
remained, Norfolk as a whole was collectively lobbying Government to allow 
authorities to retain that money within the District and the County to support 
businesses moving forward.  At this stage, the Government had not, as yet, 
made a clear position statement as to what that residual money could be 
spent on.  

Councillor Birt, the Leader of the Green Party hoped that the Leader would 
join him in thanking the many Breckland residents who had stepped up to 
help their neighbours, and other residents in their local communities during 
this crisis.  Those people should be thanked for grocery shopping, picking up 
prescriptions and for providing cash for those people without internet banking 
facilities.  There had been a myriad of tasks that had happened in the 
communities and it should be highlighted that it had been the communities 
that had worked so well.  He was concerned; however, that the 
documentation presented was, in his opinion, a rather sycophantic statement 
and referred to the poster on page 18 of the agenda pack.  He felt that it had 
not reflected the huge debt that the Council owed to its residents.  The bins 
had still been collected but had the refuse collectors been thanked.  He 
agreed that the Council had done ‘ok’ in respect of the business support, but 
it seemed that the message coming out from this poster was that it had been 
Breckland Council handing the monies out when in reality it had been an 
implementation of a national policy.  Overall, from what he had seen locally, 
he felt that the Council’s response had been somewhat mediocre and it had 
forgotten about its residents.  Another area in which the Council had badly 
fallen down was in respect of scrutiny.  In his opinion, it looked like Covid-19 
had been an excuse for the Council to remove scrutiny altogether.  

In response, the Leader thanked Councillor Birt for his positive accolades to 
all the hardworking members of the community and to the waste services 
teams who had been putting their lives at risk.  Through the positive media 
campaign that the Council had been running it had praised its waste 
contractor and he had been immensely humbled by the praise and support of 
all residents across the District and he hoped that his opening remarks were 
clear that it had not just been about Breckland Council.  He had praised the 
work of volunteers and to those who had not officially volunteered but to 
anyone who had gone out of their door to help someone doing grocery 
shopping or providing cash support.  He did not agree with Councillor Birt that 
the Council was patting itself on the back, his opening remarks had been 
heartfelt and the residents that he had spoken to were absolutely supportive 
of what everyone in the District and across the country as a whole had done.  

In relation to the scrutiny function, Councillor Birt was informed that scrutiny 
had not at all been diluted, the constitutional process for call-ins had 
remained and at any point where a delegation had been made the ability to 
call it in was still there.  Only on two occasions had that right been waived 
following the Chairman of Scrutiny’s authorisation under his emergency 
powers.  He stressed to Councillor Birt that this was not the time to dwell on 
what had occurred, this would take place over the coming weeks and months 
as the Council moved forward.  Today was to set a very clear scene of where 
the Council had been and what the future looked like when it stepped up to 
the recovery stage and what its continued priorities were going to be.  In 
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relation to support, Breckland Council was in comparison to many others, a 
very small local authority and all had been tasked with two very clear 
objectives from Government - to support those most vulnerable and to 
support businesses through the grants scheme.  The Leader felt that the 
Council had pivoted overnight, not just by remote working and not just by 
delivering critical services but by supporting the vulnerable and the 
businesses in the District. Over 50 Council Officers had been re-deployed into 
new areas and in the coming days and weeks there would be ample 
opportunity for Councillor Birt and all Members of the Council to scrutinise 
practices, to ensure that Breckland Council was fit for purpose and any 
lessons that had been learnt from Covid-19.  

Councillor Borrett also congratulated the Leader on the format of this Cabinet 
meeting and to the Team that had put it together.  He commented on what 
Councillor Birt had said and was very disappointed with his tone.  He believed 
that Councillor Birt had missed the point about what had been achieved and 
had been very disappointed by his comment that Breckland’s response had 
been mediocre given the huge amount of hard work that the Officers and 
residents of Breckland had put together during this emergency.  To actually 
deliver an incredible service in these hugely challenging and difficult times, 
and the very fact that the Council had managed to get most of the staff 
working remotely, in his opinion, was a massive effort by all concerned and 
he had been very impressed with the response that Breckland had managed 
and had provided.   To that end, Councillor Borrett thanked the Leader and all 
the staff and everyone who had helped the Council through these difficult 
times which he felt had been a great achievement.

The Leader thanked Councillor Borrett for his comments.

The report was noted.

32/20 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF COVID-19 (AGENDA ITEM 8) 

Councillor Philip Cowen, the Executive Member for Finance & Growth 
presented the report and updated Members on the potential financial 
implications resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic.

Further to the previous report, he hoped that Members appreciated the 
significant cost to the Council and the alternative ways of working, none of 
which had been anticipated back in February 2020 when the budget had 
been produced.  

It was no secret that all Councils in the country were facing an unprecedented 
call on resources.  The report, therefore, asked for the financial implications 
of the pandemic to be noted and that this was an assessment at a moment in 
time when this report had been drafted some days previous.  This provided 
the Council with a picture of where it thought its costs had been and where 
they might be going and it also looked at some analysis data providing its 
optimistic, realistic and pessimistic views.  

Government had granted the various local authorities funding at different 
levels to support the efforts that everyone had to put in place very quickly to 
deal with the pandemic.  There was also a high level of uncertainty about 
some of the costs, some of which could be clearly defined, for example, the 
purchase of equipment.  For others going forward, it was unclear how long 
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some of these costs were going to be incurred.  Appendix A, clearly 
highlighted where the Council had anticipated these costs.  

Councillor Cowen stated that the Council had a prudent set of finances over 
the last few years and the impact was perhaps not as great as some local 
authorities were facing but it was under no misapprehension that the costs 
that the Council was facing were significant.  

Councillor Jermy referred to Appendix A of the report where it listed the 
assumptions for lost income and although he felt it was helpful to have those 
figures in percentages he thought it would also be useful to have the cash 
equivalent and asked if the table could include the financial amounts.  Also, 
referring to the section in respect of in-year savings, he appreciated that a 
new budget would be coming back in July but wondered how Members could 
contribute to this process moving forward over the year, and lastly, the 
financial plan assumed a maximum Council Tax increase over the next few 
years and asked if there had been any murmurs from Government about the 
possibly of lifting the cap of council tax increases moving forward. 

In response, Councillor Cowen was not aware of any current proposals from 
Central Government to lift the council tax cap.  As far as the budget proposals 
were concerned, and clearly Members would have seen within the Leader’s 
report, the new structure for the recovery phase of the Council was 
fundamentally different to the current structure and it was going to take some 
time to bed in and all Members had a part to play in this; therefore, he felt that 
this would perhaps be an opportunity for wider Member engagement to 
understand how the budget was put together and he welcomed Councillor 
Jermy’s suggestion.   Finally in respect of the table mentioned at Appendix A, 
there were figures behind those percentages and he would certainly ask for 
these to be provided.  

Referring to the financial situation, Councillor Atterwill asked about the 
Worksmart 20:20 project and the significant cash outlay to the Council to re-
furbish Elizabeth House to make it fit for the 21st century; and the fact that 
working practices may well change in the future; therefore, would the Council 
be pausing this project to take account of these issues and perhaps conduct 
another review.  He asked if it was prudent for the Council to be spending this 
amount of money at the moment bearing in mind the current situation. 

Additionally, Councillor Atterwill raised a further question regarding the waste 
contract, in respect of the significant amount of funding that had been put 
aside for the purposes of the waste vehicles and the reason for not borrowing 
that money. Again, bearing in mind the current situation with the Council’s 
finances, he asked if this was another matter that should be reviewed. Finally, 
he wanted to know if there had been any information received from 
Government about whether there would be any further funding available.

In response, to the latter question, Councillor Cowen advised that 
Government had already provided all Councils with significant sums of money 
and not all of that money had been drawn down as yet but was likely to be 
spent over the coming months.  He was not aware at this stage of any further 
funding being provided by Government to plug the gap.  

Regarding the waste contract, as the contract had already been approved, he 
felt that he was not in a position to answer that question. 
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Regarding Worksmart 20:20, working from home had become possible given 
the technology available but he ventured to suggest that whilst many staff 
members were finding it relatively easy to work from home, if you had a 
young family to look after, and you did not have a separate office/workspace, 
it was not necessarily the panacea that it might seem at first glance.  He 
agreed with Councillor Atterwill, that there had been a great deal of work 
planned in respect of Worksmart 20:20 but there was also a great deal of 
work that could not be implemented such as ‘hot desking’, social distancing 
and locations of desks given the challenges of the pandemic. The Council 
had a huge responsibility to both staff and those people who visited the 
building to ensure that Elizabeth House was a safe place to work and visit.  

The Leader advised that how the Council looked and operated post Covid-19 
would be very different and the financial picture that Councillor Cowen had 
just highlighted would determine what it would look like in some of the already 
committed programmes whether they continued or whether they were 
paused.  It was not just about Worksmart or the Council’s waste provision, the 
Council as a whole, would look very different over the coming months, this 
was to ensure that the authority was sustainable whilst delivering all the 
critical services to its residents and businesses and that as a District was fit 
for purpose moving forward.  

Councillor Hewett commented on Councillor Atterwill and Councillor Jermy’s 
questions.   One take on looking at some of the data involved in this report 
was to despair; however, this was really an exercise in attitude in the art of 
what was possible now and actually the way ahead, without doubt, this was 
now a new collaboration.  The Council could deliver on this, it had the right 
staff and the right attitude and resilience and had proved over the last 10 
weeks that what Worksmart 20:20 had been suggesting over a matter of 
years could be delivered and rather than looking at this report as a measure 
of doom and gloom, this was, in fact a call to action and all Members should 
collaborate to make sure that this Council allowed its residents and 
businesses to thrive moving ahead.  

The report was otherwise noted.

33/20 BRECKLAND SUSTAINABLE STRATEGY (STANDING ITEM) (AGENDA 
ITEM 9) 

Councillor Ian Sherwood, the Executive Member for Customer Engagement 
and Leader Member for Climate Strategy provided Members with the 
following update.

Since March 2020, due to the outbreak of the coronavirus and subsequent 
emergency activities environmental work had been paused. COVID-19 had 
changed the way that many Breckland residents viewed the world including 
their views on their local environment, climate change and, in particular, 
issues such as air quality. 

These matters would now require further thought as to what Breckland’s 
potential approach might be.  At present, the most effective way of picking up 
this work would be to ensure that this was considered as part of the Council’s 
work on recovery. Given that there was still a lot of uncertainty around 
restarting the economy and its impact, it would be difficult to establish at this 
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point if positive impacts on the environment, such as reduced nitrogen dioxide 
levels, would remain once industry restarted.  Additionally, given the guidance 
around social distancing and to avoid public transport it was likely that there 
would be a greater usage of cars; therefore, at this point, some of this work 
would be a watching brief so that the impact could be understood over the 
coming weeks and months.

The Norfolk-wide Climate Change Partnership Working Group would be 
reconvened on 20th July 2020 to look at collective partnership recovery 
actions across Norfolk.

On 15th June 2020, a Climate Change Post-Graduate Intern would be 
starting a placement with the Council until the end of August following his 
previous placement in 2019.  This would add some extra resource around this 
agenda and help to restart the process of looking at what the Council’s 
strategy should look like and to understand where resident’s expectations 
had moved to.

Councillor Morton commented on the update and understood that the Covid 
crisis had dominated the recent months; however, he reminded Members that 
at the Cabinet meeting in February 2020, it had been agreed that an all 
Member session on sustainability would be held - to date he had not seen 
any record of this.  The response to the Covid crisis had shown what the 
Council could do in such a short time period and he felt that climate change in 
the longer term would me more of a threat than Covid and he felt that the 
Council needed to put more strength and urgency behind it. He also asked if 
more resources rather than just an intern could be devoted to climate change.  

Councillor Sherwood was very passionate about climate change and 
understood Councillor Morton’s disappointment.  Covid-19 had set back many 
projects not just in Breckland but all over the country and the Council’s 
achievements on this matter should not be forgotten.  He agreed that the 
Climate Change Strategy had been delayed by a few months but an initial 
budget had already been allocated and the university intern would start in 
August.  This he felt would be an opportunity to see how Covid-19 had 
changed the way people looked at the world and the environment.  He 
assured Councillor Morton that these matters would be picked up as soon as 
practically possible and he looked forward to working with him and other 
Councillors.

The Leader, Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen acknowledged Councillor 
Morton’s disappointment but felt it was important to note that if the Council 
had gone out to consultation at the beginning of March those questions that 
the Council would have asked residents and businesses in Breckland would 
now be very different.  The whole world had changed and hopefully everyone 
would have a more positive outlook on climate change and the environment.  

Councillor Peter Wilkinson reminded Members of the public consultation that 
had been carried out in 2015 in respect of air quality and the subsequent 
report that the Council had submitted to DEFRA and agreed with the Leader 
that very different questions would need to be asked.  

The update was noted.
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34/20 BRECKLAND COMMUNITY FUNDING APPLICATIONS (STANDING ITEM) 
(AGENDA ITEM 10) 

Councillor Mark Robinson, the Executive Member for Community, Leisure 
and Culture provided Members with an update on the work that had been 
undertaken within his Portfolio in respect of the Covid-19 outbreak.

At the end of March 2020 following lockdown the Council had worked as part 
of a countywide partnership to establish the Community Hub.

The Hub sought to ensure that vulnerable residents in Breckland had access 
to essential supplies such as food and medicine and was operational within a 
week.

Over 50 Breckland staff had been redeployed from roles across the Council 
to ensure those that needed help were supported with welfare calls·

The Hub worked in close partnership with community groups and local 
businesses that had begun to mobilise in response to the growing pandemic. 
As part of the Council’s existing programme to support vulnerable residents, 
some partners re-purposed to ensure that they could continue to offer 
support, for example:

 The Daisy Programme, funded by the Council, to support victims of 
Domestic Abuse quickly moved to offer online counselling as well as 
continuing its therapeutic singing groups which were held using Zoom. 

 ‘Tripstart’ adapted by delivering essential prescriptions from 
Pharmacies to residents· Many other local businesses also donated 
food for onward distribution and Norwich City FC provided 
approximately 200 food parcels· A decision had already been taken to 
allocate £10,000 to Foodbanks to help support this aim.

This he felt had been one of the greatest collective efforts the District had 
ever seen.

Every Breckland resident had been sent a letter explaining how to access 
support if they needed it, over 500 prescriptions had been picked up and 
medication delivered, approximately 400 food packages had been delivered 
and 3000 calls had been made to vulnerable Breckland residents·

These figures were just those that had gone through via the Community Hub, 
many more residents had been helped directly by Foodbanks and Community 
Groups.

Breckland Council had sought to support the community where possible 
including, awarding a £5,000 grant to Norfolk Accident Rescue Service 
(NARS), to help continue its vital work in supporting the emergency services 
and saving lives in the community.  This Dereham-based charity was now 
celebrating its 50th year serving the community and was currently 
experiencing a dramatic increase in demand for its services provided by a 
group of highly trained volunteer advanced clinicians. This was a crucial time 
for them to receive this grant as all of the traditional fundraising channels had 
been cut off almost instantaneously due to the pandemic.
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It was now time to start planning for the future to establish how this authority 
could continue to support its vulnerable residents.  A decision had been taken 
by the Cabinet, prior to this pandemic, to prioritise a vulnerability programme. 
This programme covered four main themes: county lines, social isolation and 
loneliness, domestic abuse and mental health.

A number of these significant issues had been exacerbated by the current 
pandemic making the programme more important than ever and those who 
had already been in contact were being closely monitored.

Another way in which the Council had reacted to the current situation was to 
provide short term financial support to help those in a position of hardship 
due to the pandemic via the development of a Local Hardship Scheme.

This scheme had been allocated £50,000 and supported emergency food 
provision and essential white goods or emergency repairs for those 
households who had been financially constrained as a result of the pandemic.

To date, 20 cases had been identified by Officers through the Community 
Support Hub as needing assistance, all of which had been approved - 16 had 
been for emergency food provision and 4 had been for essential household 
items.

The Council was reviewing how it could build on the partnership 
arrangements with other organisations to have a better understanding of 
vulnerability and working collaboratively with Adult Social Services for 
example to address such matters.

Prior to the pandemic the Council provided funding to 66 community groups 
to celebrate the 75 VE Day anniversary although the current situation 
prohibited many proceeding with their planned celebrations. However, at this 
stage, it was still intended for the community groups to retain this funding, 
which could still be used for the anniversary of VJ Day on 15th August 2020.

On 27th February 2020, Full Council approved the Cabinet recommendation 
to allocate £250,000 per annum from the Inclusive Growth Reserve to the 
Market Town Initiative. This would be allocated equally, with £50,000 funding 
being ring-fenced each year for each of the five towns and decisions on 
spend would be carried out in consultation with a forum of local district 
councillors twice a year.

Finally, Councillor Robinson offered his thanks to the community groups for 
their support, the businesses that had adapted and to the Council staff who 
had responded magnificently to help with the Covid-19 outbreak.

35/20 LOCAL PLAN UPDATE AND DIRECTION (AGENDA ITEM 11) 

Councillor Paul Claussen, the Executive Member for Planning presented this 
item.

The report and the appendix from the Local Plan Working Group (LPWG) 
meeting held on 14 May 2020 and the Minutes from that meeting had been 
attached to the agenda.  

The salient points from the report were highlighted and the recommendations 
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from the LPWG were explained and proposed accordingly.

Councillor Hewett, the Executive Member for Contracts & Assets asked if 
Councillor Claussen would agree that although in some ways there was some 
frustration about the need for a review so soon after the adoption of the Local 
Plan in many ways this should be seen as an opportunity particularly bearing 
in mind the previous concerns/ conversations raised earlier in this meeting 
that everything had changed.  People were working in new ways, the 
Council’s finances needed to be re-considered and a new collaborative way 
of thinking was needed.  The environmental concerns, the challenges about 
transport everything would have an impact in terms of how the Council moved 
forward, and as such, the only way it could bring all these issues into one 
place had to be through a full review.  

Councillor Claussen agreed.  In addition, he felt that all these points need to 
form part of the recovery phase too including a review of the rural and urban 
economies. 

Councillor Birt had been surprised that the meeting notes had not made any 
mention of the climate emergency.   He felt that such matters should be 
looked at in earnest and be fed into the LPWG. Also, he was aware that the 
Future Homes Standard was due to come out in less than 5 years and would 
require a dynamic change to house building.  He asked if the LPWG 
Members were aware of this change and how this might have an impact on 
the policies - bearing in mind that this Local Plan review should be completed 
at the same time as the release of the Future Homes Standard.  

Additionally, he asked Councillor Claussen how the selection of Members to 
the LPWG had come about and the skills that each of those Members 
brought to the Group.

Assurance was given that all Members had the relevant experience and 
knowledge to sit on the LPWG.  

Councillor Duigan commented that different designs standards for new 
dwellings would be required due to more people working from home and 
needing office space in future.  

Councillor Atterwill asked what the full review was going to cost against the 
cost of carrying out a partial review and what additional resources would be 
required. 

In response, Councillor Claussen did not have the figures to hand but he 
reminded Members that Officers and the Executive Director had felt that a full 
review would be the most economical way forward.  

Councillor Morton mentioned the Government White Paper ‘Planning for the 
Future’ – that highlighted some changes to the system and raised concern 
that if Members approved the recommendation of a full review, which he 
supported in principle, how was the Council going to keep abreast of 
developments and requirements when, in fact, the guidelines could change.  
He felt that it might be a better idea for the Council to support a partial review.

Members were informed that the advice from Senior Council Officers was that 
a full review would meet Members’ expectations; a partial review would not.  
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In response to a previous question, Councillor Wilkinson commented that the 
LPWG Members had taken into consideration climate change.  The 
Government White Paper due out in September would now need to be 
revised due to Covid-19 and would dictate to a certain extent how all 
Council’s should move forward. He also commented that the cost between a 
full review and a partial review would be as the majority of work would be the 
same whichever type of review was undertaken.

Councillor Ian Martin raised a number of points concerning the timescales 
required for both a full and partial review he also suggested that both the 
INF03 and the five year requirement should be evidenced and a final point he 
wished to make was in respect of the ‘White Paper’ that came out in March, 
called ‘Planning for the Future’ that had been mentioned in the report and had 
been recorded in the Minutes that the Officers confirmed their view that even 
if the Council did not submit under INF03, the Council would still be deemed 
to be compliant with the requirements in ‘Planning for the Future’ and would 
have an up to date Local Plan in place in December 2023.  This he felt was 
an important reassurance that the Cabinet should be aware of.  

Following unanimous approval, it was

RESOLVED that:

1) a full Review of the Breckland Local Plan be undertaken by November 
2024;

2) the Local Development Scheme be adopted to take affect from 1 June 
2020;

3) delegated authority be given to the Executive Director (Place) 
following consultation with the Executive Member for Planning to 
make and approve any final changes to the wording and content of 
the Local Development Scheme; and to publish the Local 
Development Scheme on the Council’s website;

4) delegated authority be given to the Executive Director (Place) 
following consultation with the Executive Member for Planning to 
approve any minor changes to the timelines of the production of 
documents in the Local Development Scheme as required by the 
process during the period 2020-2024; and

5) a letter be sent to the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government by the Leader of Breckland Council expressing concerns 
on the short time scales allowed for the review of the Local Plan 
exacerbated by the restrictions in place as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic.

36/20 NEXT MEETING (AGENDA ITEM 12) 

The arrangements for the next meeting had yet to be confirmed.

The meeting closed at 11.10 am
CHAIRMAN
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Councillor Phillip Cowen, Executive Member Finance & Growth 

To: Cabinet, 13 July 2020

Author: Alison Chubbock, Chief Accountant

Subject: 2019-20 Full Year Financial Performance

Purpose: This report provides information on the actual full year financial position of 
the Council as at 31 March 2020

Recommendation(s): 

1) That the report and appendix be noted.

Recommend to FULL COUNCIL: 

2) That capital budgets (& associated funding sources) of £2,194,668 be carried forward into 
2020-21 to support projects in progress.

3) That the final capital out-turn and funding for 2019-20 as detailed in appendix B be approved.

4) That the revised capital budget and associated funding for the 2020-21 capital programme as 
detailed in appendix C be approved.

5) That the NNDR Pilot gain is utilised to cover the over spend and that £214,489 is contributed 
from the Organisational Development Reserve and a further contribution is made from the 
Revenues and Benefits Reserve to cover the remaining over spend.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 Throughout the year quarterly monitoring reports have been completed forecasting the 
expected year end out-turn against the budgets.  This report provides information on the 
actual full year financial performance for revenue, capital and treasury, with the detail 
being included in the attached appendix.  The full statement of accounts has been 
circulated to Governance and Audit Committee in June via email.

1.2 Revenue
The final full year actual was an above budget spend of £224k after mitigation through 
lower contributions to reserves as detailed in paragraph 1.4.  This variance is after the 
approval in quarter 2 to utilise £500k of funding for temporary accommodation, meaning 
our actual over spend was much higher, with around £690k relating to temporary 
accommodation and the associated housing benefit.

There are many smaller variances this quarter and these are detailed in the appendix, the 
higher value variances identified are:

 Housing Benefit subsidy costs £190k above budget, a result of the additional 
temporary accommodation demand increase and increased bad debt provision 
(this is after allowing for the additional £500k budget approved at quarter 2).

 Above budget NNDR levy payments of £167k relating to the NNDR Pilot (this value 
is still draft and will change).
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 Below budget planning fee income, building control income and land charges 
income totalling £160k.

 Additional costs and lost income within Community Safety totalling £60k.
 Additional legal costs of £50k for work carried out in the year mainly relating to lease 

renewals and legal action work.
 Reduced interest income of £49k from 3rd party loans due to delays in timing of 

loans (the income will still be earned but in later years).
 Less income than the business case from EHC totalling £30k.

1.3 This is a significant over spend for the Council and is not a sustainable position.  Before 
the Covid-19 situation, budget managers, the Corporate Improvement Team and Finance 
had started working together to ensure all out of budget spend was authorised prior to 
committing to allow choices and this needs to continue in future.  

The forecast temporary accommodation and related Housing Benefit additional costs have 
been built into next years budget whilst the refurbishment project for our new property is 
underway.  Whilst this project may be slightly delayed under current circumstances, it 
should still be completed mid 2021-22 meaning these additional costs will reduce to be 
within budget.  However the Covid-19 pandemic has significantly increased costs in this 
area during 2020-21 and this will be reported on later in the year with the revised budget.

1.4 The original budget for 2019-20 planned to put the gain from the Norfolk NNDR Pilot of 
£559k into the Growth & Investment reserve and the General Fund (50/50 split).  However 
due to the high overspend this has not been possible and this out-turn instead utilises the 
pilot income to cover the over-spend, but due to the values this is subject to Full Council 
approval as requested in this report.

1.5 The General Fund is already at its minimum balance of £2,500k.  The 2020-21 budget 
includes provision to add £400k into the General fund from additional New Homes Bonus 
funding, however it also included an efficiency requirement of £332k to be identified and 
achieved and no work has yet started in this area.  A full budget review is currently in 
progress and a report will follow later in the year with a revised budget and reserves 
forecast.

1.5 Capital

The actual out-turn shows spend of £4,579k (71%) against the budget.  This report 
includes a recommendation to Full Council to carry forward £2,195k into future years, of 
which £967k is grant funding.

1.6 Treasury

The interest income received is lower than budget for the year, due to timing delays for 
third party loans as detailed in the appendix.  

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 That the report and appendices be noted and recommend to Full Council
 That capital budgets (& associated funding sources) of £2,194,668 be carried 

forward into 2020-21 to support projects in progress.
 That the final capital out-turn and funding for 2019-20 as detailed in appendix B be 

approved.
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 That the revised capital budget and associated funding for the 2020-21 capital 
programme as detailed in appendix C be approved.

 That the NNDR Pilot gain is utilised to cover the over spend and that £214,489 is 
contributed from the Organisational Development Reserve and a further 
contribution is made from the Revenues and Benefits Reserve to cover the 
remaining over spend.

2.2 That the report and appendices be noted and changes are made to the recommendations 
to Full Council.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1 To provide timely information to Members on the overall financial position of the Council, 
enabling resource re-allocation to priorities where necessary and protecting the General 
fund balance.

3.2 To enable approved capital projects to continue to deliver in the new financial year.

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 To ensure Members are updated regularly and in a timely fashion on the overall Council 
financial position.

4.2   To make the best use of the funding available to the Council and allow us to respond 
quickly to opportunities as they arise.

4.3 To protect the General fund minimum balance.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Data Protection; 
Equality & Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk 
Management; Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; 
Transformation Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be 
implications under one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.2 Corporate Priorities
5.1.1 The Council’s budget and associated spend supports the Council’s priorities.

5.3 Financial 
5.2.1 The report and appendix are financial in nature and include the financial implications.

5.8 Risk Management 
5.3.1 Risks are included within the report

5.9 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales
5.4.1 Budget holders have been consulted on their variances and the reasons for those     
variances.

5.10       Transformation Programme
5.5.1 The transformation programme is intrinsically linked to the Council’s budget.
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6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 N/A

7.0 ACRONYMS 

7.1 LIBID - London Inter-Bank Bid Rate.
7.2 NNDR – National Non-Domestic Rates

Background papers:- See The Committee Report Guide for guidance on how to complete 
this section

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Alison Chubbock, Chief Accountant
Telephone Number: 01362 656865
Email: alison.chubbock@breckland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No
Exempt Decision: No 

This report refers to Mandatory Service and Discretionary Services

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Financial report for 2019-20 full year.
Appendix B Capital funding sources 2019-20.
Appendix C Revised 2020-21 Capital budgets and associated funding.
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Breckland Council
Financial report for the year ended 31 March 2020

This report has three sections
o Section 1 – Revenue budget
o Section 2 – Capital budget
o Section 3 – Treasury update

Figures in brackets denote either income, an under spend or above budget income.
Positive figures denote either spend, an over spend or below budget income.

Section 1 - Revenue

Table 1 – Actual Revenue Outturn 

 Budget
Actual 

Out-turn
Actual 

Variance
 £'000 £'000 £'000
Cost of Services  
1) Strategy & Governance (S&G) 4,950 5,072 122
2) Growth & Commercialisation (G&C) 1,873 1,901 28
3) Place (PL) 6,776 6,946 170
4) Housing Benefits (HB) 287 476 189
5) Total Cost of Services before reserves 13,886 14,395 509

6) Contributions to/from reserves (RES) (480) (978) (498)
7) Total Cost of Services 13,406 13,417 11

Funding & Appropriations
8) Appropriations (APP) 2,522 2,522 -
9) Government grants (GRA) (4,523) (4,477) 46
10) Council Tax (CT) (4,003) (4,003) -
11) Retained Business Rates (NDR) (7,402) (7,235) 167
12) Total Funding (13,406) (13,193) 213
 

Contribution (to)/from the General Fund - 224 224

Significant variances are detailed over the page.

Salaries
The budgeted vacancy factor for 2019-20 is 4% for Breckland staff and 2.5% for Anglia Revenues
Partnership (ARP) staff.
The achieved vacancy factor for this year is 2.3% for Breckland staff and 2.7% for Anglia Revenues
Partnership (ARP) staff.  
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Table 2 - Significant Variances

Cost Centre
Port-
folio

Total 
Budget

£

Total 
Variance

£ Comments

1) High/Ongoing Impact

1a) Housing Benefit S&G 286,954 189,504

This variance relates to higher bad debt provision (£50k) for overpayments due to the impact 
of Universal Credit.  The remaining variance relates to the high costs of temporary 
accommodation – this is after the approval of a further £500k budget to cover these costs.

1b) Development Control PL (422,647) 72,431
Planning application fees income came in below budget due to a significant reduction in 
February & March and a one off costs for legal fees following a lost court case.

1c) Community Safety PL 304,835 60,284

Additional costs of £19k relating to ageing CCTV equipment, funding towards county wide 
campaigns on domestic abuse & county lines and below budget income of £30k introduced 
as part of the service review.

1d) Legal Services S&G 133,104 49,561

The above budget spend relates to a high volume of external costs mainly relating to; 
planning enforcement, commercial property (including a dilapidation case) and an increase in 
non-routine governance queries.  In addition a fixed term member of staff was made 
permanent during the year, the budget for this has been allowed for in future years budgets.

1e) Land Charges PL (34,450) 46,396 Reduced income as a result of customers using lower cost personal search companies.

1f) Building Control PL 246,477 41,529
Reduced income compared to budget as a result of large development work being 
undertaken by approved inspectors rather than our team.

1g) EHC UK S&G (9,405) 30,402 Below budget income compared to forecasts and business case.

1h) Community Development PL 257,622 23,105
Additional consultancy & hired services costs not forecast when budget was set.  Plus service 
was fully staffed, so no vacancies achieved.

1i) Local Elections S&G 427,821 10,927
A combination of increases to polling station costs, national living wage and postage costs 
has resulted in this above budget spend.

2) High Opportunity

3) One Offs

3a) Retained Business Rates G&C (7,401,773) 166,555
Additional levy payment relating to the NNDR Pilot – this value is draft & could move up or 
down when other Norfolk authorities out-turn is known.

3b) Corporate Finance G&C (200,578) 49,411

This variance relates to lost interest from 3rd party loans where the start date has been 
delayed (£40k), overall the interest will be achieved, but some will be received in later years. 
And one off costs of new software to comply with new security regulations (PSD2).

3c) Government Grants GRA (4,522,796) 45,674
An MHCLG formula error amended the grants receivable by Councils after the budget had 
been approved.  

3d) Enabling G&C 113,448 21,707 One off consultancy costs in year for specific projects and valuation of amenity land.
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Cost Centre

Total 
Budget

£

Total 
Variance

£ Comments

3e) Democratic Services S&G 694,796 19,291
Additional allowances & travel costs relating to Members, the budget has been increased in 
future years to reflect this.

3f) CIP S&G 169,676 16,008
Additional costs relating to interim manager appointed alongside the departing manager for 
continuity purposes and higher travel costs.

3g) PFI PL 278,199 (16,144) Reversal of previous years provision for joint use charges which will not be paid.
3h) Occupational & Corporate 
H&S PL 89,224 (17,754) This relates to a vacancy within the service and contributes to the overall 4% vacancy factor.

3i) Pension Act G&C 891,560 (23,688) Lower costs than forecast at budget time.

3j) Programme Delivery G&C 57,924 (31,120) This relates to a vacancy within the service and contributes to the overall 4% vacancy factor.

4) Low Impact

4a) Miscellaneous 9,119,620 (32,248) Net effect of other smaller value variances

4b) Reserves RES (479,611) (497,974)
Due to the high level of overspends in other areas, the contributions from the NNDR Pilot into 
the Growth & Investment reserve and the General Fund could not be made.

5) TOTAL - 223,857
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Collection Funds

Council Tax
The Council Tax collection fund account had a residual surplus of £49k overall at the end of 2018-19, 
with Breckland’s share being £4k.  The out-turn for 2019-20 taking account of the budget, the year-
end balance and the current year is a deficit of £152k, with Breckland’s share being £16k.  These will 
be adjusted for in future years budgets.

Retained Business Rates
The retained Business Rates (NNDR) collection fund account had a residual deficit of £2,817k overall 
at the end of 2018-19, with Breckland’s share being £208k, due to the high level of appeals.  The out-
turn for 2019-20 taking account of the budget, the year-end balance and the current year is a forecast 
surplus of £401k, with Breckland’s share being £183k.  These will be adjusted for in future years 
budgets.     

The 75% Business Rates Retention Norfolk Pilot was budgeted to provide an additional £559k to the 
Council for 2019-20 only.  The out-turn is based on Q3 forecasts until other Norfolk authorities have 
finalised their figures.  The current values included are £550k, which is close to budget.  However this 
value is currently draft and could change significantly either up or down once final values are known.  
The budget allowed for this income to be split between the Growth & Investment reserve and the 
General Fund, but due to the high over spend this year these contributions cannot be made.

Other Risks
The following areas are financial risks which the Council is facing, but the actual financial implications 
have not yet been fully quantified:

o Clinical waste will no longer be collected by doctors surgeries, but will need to be collected by 
District Councils instead.

Full risk registers are held within the corporate improvement team.
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Section 2 - Capital

Table 1 - Progress against 19-20 approved capital programme

 
Budget  

£

Actual
Out-turn

£

Actual 
(under)/overspend

£
Commercialisation  
   Property (Land & Buildings) 961,389 507,921 (453,468)
   ICT and Vehicles & Equipment 325,991 311,812 (14,179)
   Capital grants 800,000 95,544 (704,456)
   Capital loans 411,342 198,419 (212,923)
Total Commercialisation 2,498,722 1,113,696 (1,385,026)
Strategy & Governance
   ICT and Vehicles & Equipment 1,114,801 1,034,664 (80,137)
   Not yet released 95,000 - (95,000)
Total Strategy & Governance 1,209,801 1,034,664 (175,137)
Place
   Property (Land & Buildings) 456,667 399,782 (56,885)
   ICT and Vehicles & Equipment 33,665 7,384 (26,281)
   Grants 2,240,158 1,693,103 (547,056)
Total Place 2,730,490 2,100,269 (630,221)
TOTAL 6,439,013 4,248,629 (2,190,384)

Actual outturn £4,248,629 or 66%

Table 2 - The variance is shown below:

Project

(under)/ 
over 

spend
£

Carry over 
to Future

£

Commercialisation
Snetterton Power - (420,796) Re-profile of project spend (grant funded).
Capital loans - (212,923) Loan profile drawdown profile.
Public Lighting - 21,537 Spend in 19-20 funded from next years budget.
Car Parks - (25,579) To align re-surfacing with planned drainage works.
Rolling maintenance - (17,890) Budget required for work committed in 20-21.
Air conditioning - (40,000) Links to worksmart 2020 project.
Car park ticket machine 4,284 - Small overspend.
Shipdham land - (283,660) Re-profile of project spend (grant funded).
Land transfer - (50,000) Re-profile of project spend, project is in progress.
Bertie Ward Way - (344,000) Re-profile of project spend.
Swaffham new build - (16,000) Committed re fees for planning & architects in 20-21.
Strategy & Governance
ICT Strategy projects - (175,136) Revised programme of officer refresh & agile 

working/infrastructure works.
Place
Disabled Facilities 
Grants

- (187,683) Balance of grant funding to be available in 20-21.

Enhance grants - (73,992) Balance of grant funding to be available in 20-21.
Public protection - (26,281) Balance relates to data migration.
Temporary 
Accommodation

- (56,885) Refurbishment of new temporary accommodation – 
project is in progress.

Thetford HIF - (285,380) Re-profile of project spend (grant funded).
Total 4,284 (2,194,668) = (£2,190,384) Total
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Section 3 – Treasury

Security

The low actual risk for the Council’s portfolio of investments reflects its cautious approach to 
counterparty selection which in turn is reflected in lower investment returns.

Maximum 
risk level

Actual 
risk level Variance

   Investments maturing in < 1 year 0.060% 0.017% 0.043%
   Investments maturing between 1 - 2 years 0.060% n/a -
   Investments maturing between  2 - 3 years 0.080% n/a -

Liquidity

The Council had an average of £6.3m instant access cash available during the reporting period.  This 
was slightly higher than our requirement of £5m.  The council did not use its overdraft facility in this 
reporting period.  The weighted average life (WAL) of investments was 128 days.

Yield

Budget Forecast Variance
Interest receivable 2019-20 £349,682 £313,851 £35,831
Yield (3 month LIBID1) 0.634% 0.892% (0.258%)

The below budget income relates to expected loans to 3rd parties at market rates which have not yet 
been made, the variance gives the expected effect on the full year if loans are made as expected 
later this financial year. 

Our exposure to different counterparties is shown in the graph below.

 

15,603,496, 62%

1,000,394, 4%

600,698, 2%

8,000,000, 32%

banks - UK

Banks - Non 
UK

Loans to 3rd 
Parties

Local 
authorities

Counterparty Exposure

1 LIBID – London Inter-bank Bid Rate

Currently 
26% of 

investments 
have a 

maturity of 
less than 1 

week.
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APPENDIX B
Funding

2019/20 final
budget 19/20 spend Capital Reserve Useable capital

receipts

Revenue
contributions

Community projects

Revenue
contributions

Organisational
Development

Revenue
contributions
Market Towns

Initiative

Revenue
contributions

Growth &
Investment

PFI scheme Specific Grants S106/commuted
sum

Commercialisation  - Funding released 922 0002 945 0720 922 0002 920 0720 922 0002 927 0720 922 0002 947 0720
791-1322-981 Snetterton Power Upgrade (LEP Funded) 500,000 79,204 0.00 (79,203.78)

991-3563-984 Reinvestment Strategy 18/19 (purchase of land Swaffham) 85,000 85,000 0.00 (85,000.00)

991-7828-984 New Industrial Units at Turbine Way, Swaffham 30,000 14,000 0.00 (14,000.00)

991-7827-984 Commercial Property Rolling Maintenance 19/20 190,283 172,393 (172,393.39)

991 1501/3561 985 Car parking ticket machines Attleborough &Swaffham (balance from 18/19)
7,340 11,624 (5,933.10) (5,690.90)

991-7824-984 Public lighting
278,651 300,188 (300,188.15)

991-7809-984 Car park resurfacing 2018/19 and 19/20 262,106 236,527 (236,527.37)

991-7823-985 Air Conditioning Elizabeth House 40,000 0 0.00

791-2525-981 Shipdham Land Release 300,000 16,340 0.00 (16,340.00)

791-3566-984 Land transfer Swaffham (fees) 50,000 0 0.00

1,743,380 915,277 (715,042.01) 0.00 (5,690.90) (99,000.00) 0.00 (95,543.78) 0.00

Commercialisation - not yet released
Bertie Ward Way 344,000 0 0.00

344,000 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Strategy and Governance - Funding released
991-7820-985 ICT Strategy Projects

164,801 84,664 (8,664.42) (76,000.00)

791 7200 981 Broadband 950,000 950,000 0.00 (950,000.00)

1,114,801 1,034,664 (8,664.42) 0.00 (950,000.00) (76,000.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Strategy and Governance - not yet released
ICT Strategy Projects 95,000 0

95,000 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Place - Funding released
791-6470-981 & 791-
6487-981

Disabled Facilities Grants/Re-able 1,305,036 1,117,353 0.00 (1,117,352.50)

791-6617-981 & 791-
6479-981 & 791-6593-
981 & 791-6594-981

Enhancement grants/Restore 102,802 28,810 0.00 (28,810.09)

791-1321-981 Joint use agreement  Attleborough
0 0 0.00

791-6713-985 Public Protection Software 33,665 7,384 (7,384.30)

791-3564-981 North Pickenham Parish council - 3PL20100742 S106 7,375 7,375 0.00 (7,375.00)

791-2521-981 Dereham Town council - 3PL2011177 S106 7,856 7,856 0.00 (7,855.65)

791-6715-981 Harling Bowls Club - 3PL20100596 S106 10,894 10,894 0.00 (10,894.00)

991-4487-984 Temporary Accommodation - (S106) 269,250 261,065 0.00 (261,065.02)

991-4487-984 Temporary Accommodation - Breckland Contribution 48,700 0 0.00
791-3557-981 Swaffham  Town Council  - 3PL/2012/0269 S106 21,876 21,876 0.00 (21,876.10)
791-2519-981 Shipdham Parish Council - 3PL/2007/1234 S106 6,178 6,178 0.00 (6,177.60)
791-2522-981 East Tuddenham PC 3PL/2010/0226, 3PL/2013/0893, 3PL/2011/1142 S106 6,440 6,440 0.00 (6,440.00)
791-2523-981 East Tuddenham PC 3PL/2010/0226, 3PL/2013/0893, 3PL/2011/1142 S106 5,600 5,600 0.00 (5,600.00)

791-3559-981 Narborough PC 3PL/2012/1093 S106 21,371 21,371 0.00 (21,371.18)
791-5476-981 Ashill Parish Council 3PL/2017/1077 S106 4,057 4,057 0.00 (4,057.20)
791-2524-981 Bullock Park Management Committee 3PL/2007/1234 S106 4,060 4,060 0.00 (4,059.86)
791-6715-981 East Harling parish council 3PL/2010/0596 S106 13,010 13,010 0.00 (13,010.38)
791-4490-981 Thetford Town Council - Castle Park trail 3PL/2013/0310 S106 12,110 12,110 0.00 (12,110.28)
791-5477-981 Watton Sports association 3PL/2013/0995 S106 4,407 4,407 0.00 (4,406.80)
791-3566-981 Necton Parish Council 3PL/2012/0833 S106 5,208 5,208 0.00 (5,208.00)
791-3567-981 Swaffham Town Council 3PL/2012/0269 S106 171,231 171,232 0.00 (171,231.50)
791-1323-981 Caston Parish Council  3PL/2010/0108 S106 2,836 2,836 0.00 (2,835.73)
791-4492-981 Croxton Parish Council 3PL/2012/0624 S106 3,287 3,287 0.00 (3,287.13)
791-5478-981 Watton Sports Association 0798/0995/0330 11,994 11,994 0.00 (11,994.00)
791-2526-981 Swanton Morley Parish council 3PL/2012/0702/F 3,520 3,520 0.00 (3,520.00)
791-5479-981 Loch Neaton Recreation Grounds 3PL20130798 4,488 4,488 0.00 (4,488.00)
791-5480-981 Watton Town Council - Basket Swing at Lovell Gardens 3PL/2013/0798/F 1,129 1,129 0.00 (1,129.00)
791-3568-981 Little Dunham Parish Council - Village Playing field 3PL/2013/0888/F 5,343 5,343 0.00 (5,342.56)
791-4489-981 Housing Infrastructure Fund - Thetford 498,050 212,670 0.00 (212,670.09)

PFI 138,717 138,717 0.00 (138,717.00)
2,730,490 2,100,269 (7,384.30) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (138,717.00) (1,358,832.68) (595,334.99)

Place - not yet released

0 0
Grand Total Capital Programme 6,027,671 4,050,210 (731,090.73) 0.00 (950,000.00) (76,000.00) (5,690.90) (99,000.00) (138,717.00) (1,454,376.46) (595,334.99)

Capital Loans
tab LABV Chapel Road Attenborough (shareholder loan only) 411,342 198,419 (198,418.93)

Total Capital Loans 411,342 198,419 (198,418.93) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Grand Total 6,439,013 4,248,629 (523,923.87) (405,585.79) (950,000.00) (76,000.00) (5,690.90) (99,000.00) (138,717.00) (1,454,376.46) (595,334.99)

2019/20 final
budget 19/20 spend Capital Reserve Useable capital

receipts

Revenue
contributions

Community projects

Revenue
contributions

Organisational
Development

Revenue
contributions
Market Towns

Initiative

Revenue
contributions

Growth &
Investment

PFI scheme Specific Grants S106/commuted
sum
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Cllr Phil Cowen, Cabinet Member for Finance and Growth

To: Cabinet: 13 July 2020
Full Council: 22 July 2020

Author: Anna Graves, Chief Executive
Stephen Scowen, Major Projects Delivery Manager

Subject: Innovative Projects Fund – acceptance and spend of grant, and associated 
match funding.

Purpose: To accept and spend a grant award from the Innovative Projects Fund (IPF), 
along with associated match funding, on behalf of the Cambridge Norwich 
Tech Corridor (CNTC) for carrying out an exercise aimed at supporting and 
growing the manufacturing and engineering industry in the area. 

Recommendation(s):

1) To approve acceptance and spending of an Innovative Projects Fund grant to the value of 
£180,700, and associated financial contributions of £19,500, in order to support the delivery of 
an exercise aimed at growing the manufacturing industry in the area, as set out within this 
report.

2) Delegate authority to the Chief Executive to sign the grant offer letters in consultation with the 
Cabinet Member for Finance and Growth. 

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 Productivity (when measured as GVA per hour worked), levels of innovation, and new firm 
entry are long-standing challenges that this project seeks to address. The gap that exists 
between this region and that of the UK, not to mention other parts of the World, is well 
documented. The Innovative Projects Fund (IPF) is a revenue source administered by New 
Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership (NALEP) aimed at financing projects that will help 
address these issues. 

1.2 In December 2019 a bid to the IPF was submitted in the name of the Cambridge Norwich 
Tech Corridor (CNTC) on behalf of the New Anglia Advanced Manufacturing and 
Engineering (NAAME) group which is the NALEP sector group for manufacturing and 
engineering. The bidding round was extremely competitive, attracting in the region of 40 
applications, many of which were not approved. However, the NAAME application was 
successful and £180,700 was therefore awarded. 

1.3 NAAME is not an Accountable Body and nor does it have one. It was therefore discussed 
and agreed that on this occasion the CNTC could administer the funds on behalf of 
NAAME.  The Accountable Board for the CNTC is Breckland Council who would receive the 
grant on behalf of CNTC.

1.4 Manufacturing and engineering is a priority sector within the Norfolk and Suffolk Economic 
Strategy, which outlines how the sector underpins the supply chain of the specialisms such 
as agri-food and energy. NAAME has been NALEP’s sector group since 2014 and since 
then has made some significant achievements including creating a network of over 200 
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engaged businesses by developing manufacturing groups across Norfolk and Suffolk and 
has overseen the development of Productivity East. It is also the group tasked with 
delivering the Sector Skills Plan on behalf of NALEP. 

1.5 Given its significance to the regional economy, it is vital that the sector can fully support the 
ambitions of the Local Industrial Strategy (LIS). In order to do this, NAAME needs a clear 
evidence base and delivery strategy for the next five years. As a regional network group, 
NAAME works closely with several partner organisations, and the CNTC will lead the work 
to take forward the recommendations in the development plan.

1.6 Although NAAME and the CNTC are actively engaged in supporting Engineering and 
Manufacturing in the region, the project aims to generate a step-change for the sector 
through the delivery of a series of impact-based interventions intended to develop and grow 
activity throughout the region based upon the principles of clusters.  

1.7 The key outputs from the project will be:

 A development plan which analyses the economic profile of the manufacturing and 
engineering sector in Norfolk and Suffolk and sets out a list of evidence-based 
strategic recommendations to grow the sector, improve productivity and develop a 
cluster-led approach to economic development;

 A talent sharing platform which enables staff to be shared between firms; and 

 A staff resource for a fixed-term period of 2 years to deliver the interventions 
identified by the development plan.

1.8 In the short to medium-term, the project will seek to connect the regional supply chain and 
enable new market opportunities to be exploited by firms through collaborations with other 
firms in the area. The talent sharing platform element of the project will increase the 
productivity and growth rate of those businesses that are able to benefit from this resource 
if it enables them to fulfil a contract. In addition, it will help to retain the skilled labour that 
exists here and may serve to attract new talent to the area by offering the opportunity to 
work flexibly across a range of businesses. Furthermore, as staff rotate between firms this 
will lead to the transfer of knowledge/best practice and increase innovation. The platform 
will also facilitate cross sector collaboration insofar as much of the project-based work 
undertaken by manufacturing firms is reliant upon it being undertaken by people with 
IT/digital expertise such as industrial coders or 3-d CAD software designers. 

1.9 In the longer-term, the project will seek to enable NAAME to provide the opportunities for 
leadership development, delivery of industry-specific training and increased social mobility 
since the actions undertaken by NAAME will shape and complement the activity occurring 
at Productivity East as well as linking to Further Education providers such as West Suffolk 
College. The project will also be aimed at increasing the rate of new firm entry in the longer-
term, both in terms of increasing the attractiveness of the area as a destination for inward 
investment and relocation but also encouraging and supporting the establishment of new 
businesses.  

1.10 This project is identified as one of the key activities within the restart phase (short term - 
next 12 months) and indeed forms an integral component within the Rebuild phase (longer 
term – 3 years+) of the CNTC Delivery Plan 2020-2023. 

1.11 The project also features prominently within the emerging Economic Recovery Restart Plan 
being produced by New Anglia LEP as it is cited as a specific action within the 
Manufacturing and Engineering sector section of the report. 
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1.12 This report seeks member authority to accept and spend the IPF grant allocation, along 
with the associated match funding, as a means of enabling the project to be delivered as 
originally envisaged and to delegate authority to the Chief Executive to sign the offer letters, 
in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Finance and Growth, in this regard. 

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 Option 1 – Accept and spend the IPF grant, and associated match funding, on behalf 
of the CNTC (Recommended). Under this option, the authority will accept and spend  
£180,700 of IPF grant from NALEP, £10,000 match funding from Norfolk County Council 
(NCC) and £9,500 match funding from the University of East Anglia (UEA),  on behalf of the 
CNTC in order that the project can proceed. 

2.3 Option 2 – Do not accept the IPF grant, and associated match funding, on behalf of 
the CNTC (Not recommended). Under this option, the project would not proceed.  The 
Council is the Accountable Body for the CNTC and therefore it is only the council that could 
accept the funding on behalf of the CNTC.  

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1 Acceptance of the grant funding will enable the completion of the project in line with the 
application submitted and the conditions of the funding awarded. Doing this at the earliest 
opportunity will enable the project to proceed as quickly as possible and thus maximise the 
benefits that are anticipated to be delivered. 

3.2. Delaying the decision, or not accepting the grant funding on behalf of the CNTC, would 
result in a significant adverse impact upon the delivery of the project and therefore all of the 
manufacturing businesses throughout the region. 

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 In the short to medium-term it is anticipated the project will:

 Lead to a more established and better connected regional supply chain;
 Enable new market opportunities to be exploited;
 Support the development of new products;
 Assist in bringing new products to market;
 Increase the growth rate of businesses that exist here;
 Retain the skilled labour that exists here;
 Attract skilled labour to this area;
 Facilitate knowledge transfer;
 Facilitate exchange of best practices;
 Facilitate innovation; and
 Facilitate cross sector collaboration.

4.2  In the longer-term, it is envisaged the project will:

 Enable NAAME to provide mentoring opportunities for leadership development;
 Facilitate the delivery of industry-specific training;
 Increase social mobility;
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 Increase rates of inward investment and relocation to the area; and 
 Increase the incidence and longevity of new businesses being established. 

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision – particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; Constitutional & 
legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Data Protection; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholder/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; 
Other.  Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one of more 
of these headings these are identified below.

5.1 Constitution & Legal

5.1.1 The acceptance of this grant is over £100,000 and therefore requires Council approval.

5.2 Contracts

5.2.1 Any contracts entered into will be procured in accordance with the financial regulations of 
the Council that has agreed to act as Accountable Body for the CNTC. 

5.3 Corporate Priorities

5.3.1 This project contributes to the following Council priorities:

 Your Opportunity
o Continue to deliver a clear “open for business” approach across all Council 

services that promotes and supports business growth
o Maximise the benefits that the ‘Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor’ will bring 

to business growth

5.4 Financial 

5.4.1 Breckland Council acts as the Accountable Body for the CNTC. The CNTC funds will be 
held separately under a bespoke budget code.  

5.4.1 The IPF grant awarded towards the cost of delivering the project amounts to £180,700. 
There is also match funding to the value of £10,000 from NCC and £9,500 from the UEA 
towards the cost of delivering the project. 

5.4.2 A Proforma B is attached. 

5.5 Reputation 

5.5.1 There will be a communications strategy to ensure to promote the project and acknowledge 
all partners.  

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED
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6.1 District Wards: All 

7.0 ACRONYMS 

7.1 CNTC: Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor
IPF: Innovative Projects Fund 
LIS: Local Industrial Strategy 
NAAME: New Anglia Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering group
NALEP: New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership
NCC: Norfolk County Council
UEA: University of East Anglia

Background papers:-

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Anna Graves, Chief Executive
Telephone Number: 07775 002391  
Email: chief.executive@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No

Exempt Decision: No 

This report refers to a Discretionary Service

Appendices attached to this report:

Proforma B
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PROFORMA B

This appraisal is valid for 1 month from issue date
If there are changes to the original report it may invalidate this document & must be reviewed by Finance.
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BRECKLAND COUNCIL FINANCIAL COMMENTS & APPRAISAL

THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
 IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED REPORT

FROM: Margaret Bailey (Senior Accountant)
REPORT: CNTC Innovative Projects Fund
REPORT DATE: 01/06/2020

£ Year 1 £ Year 2 £ Year 3 £ Year 4
2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

Revenue
Income
LEP Innovative Projects Fund (-) (67,760) (90,350) (22,590)
NCC
UEA
Costs

(10,000)
(9,500)

CNTC – NAAME
Other project spend

- 67,760
19,500

90,350 22,590

Total Revenue - - - -

Capital
Income
n/a (-) (-) (-) (-)
Costs
n/a - - - -
Total Capital - - - -
Considered By: Leader decision 

(as per advice from Mark Stinson 22/5/2020)
Date: June 2020

Financial Services Comments
This report requests approval to accept and spend £180,700 from the New Anglia LEP 
Innovative Projects Fund on behalf of the Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor Partnership 
(CNTC) for the NAAME project (New Anglia Advanced Manufacturing & Engineering).  In 
addition there is a further £19,500 from NCC and UEA which also requires approval to accept 
and spend.

The spend profile of the funding is not yet known, but the £180,700 will be profiled to the 
relevant year once this information is provided.

This spend will not take place until confirmation is received that the funding and all required 
match funding has been successfully secured.  The exact arrangements for staffing and project 
management will also need to be clarified.

Currently the Council provides financial management for the CNTC finances through goodwill 
and does not receive any income into its own budget in return.
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